KING OF TOKYO

In King of Tokyo, you play monsters,
gigantic robots, and aliens—all of
whom are destroying Tokyo and
whacking each other in order to
P
become the one and only King of
Tokyo. You roll dice, Yahtzee style,
and play cards with special powers
to be the last one standing.
2-6 Players
30 Minutes
Ages 8+

IF YOU LIKE THIS GAME, TRY
PANDEMIC!

Game Type
Dice
Family
Gateway
Game Mechanism
Player Elimination
Push Your Luck
Yahtzee
Game Theme
Monsters
Japan
Kaiju

Inventory
Game board
66 cards
6 monster boards
6 monster tokens with plastic stand
8 six-sided dice
50 energy tokens
28 tokens (cards effects)
1 Rulebook

P

King of Tokyo image by Scott King http://www.scottking.info
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024 3 $a3760175513145
040 $aCOW $erda $beng $cCOW $dCaOME $dPaWgUMF
245 00 $aKing of Tokyo $h[game] / $cRichard Garfield.
264 1 $aLas Vegas, Nevada : $bIello, $c2016.
300 $a1 game (1 Tokyo board, 66 cards, 28 counters, 8 dice, 6 monster boards,
6 cardboard figures and plastic stands, 50 energy cubes, 1 rules pamphlet) :
$bcolor, cardboard, plastic ; $cin box 25 x 25 x 7 cm
336 $atactile three-dimensional form $btcf $2rdacontent
337 $aunmediated $bn $2rdamedia
338 $aobject $bnr $2rdacarrier
500 $aDuration of game: 30 minutes.
500 $aFor 2-6 players.
520 $aPlayers of this game choose to play as mutant monsters, rampaging
robots, or abominable aliens who battle each other. Players roll the dice and
choose how to play the game--attack your enemies, heal your wounds, improve
your monster, stomp to victory, or?
521 $aAge 8 and above.
650 0 $aMonsters $zJapan $zTokyo $xGames.
655 7 $aPuzzles and games. $2lcgft
655 7 $aBoard games. $2lcsh
700 1 $aGarfield, Richard, $d1963- $edesigner.
710 2 $aIello (Firm), $epublisher.
999 $aUMO
035 $a10651205

